3rd Grade Library Media Center
Hi, Stevenson Tigers!
Welcome to a digital learning day. Sorry we cannot be together today at Stevenson, but we can
still learn a lot at home! Our library lessons will be separated into three sections: Time to Read,
Time to Respond, and Time for Technology. Please go through each selection and remember to
have fun during our 30 minute library time! If you do not have a computer at home, no problem.
You can spend more time in the reading and responding sections.
Mrs. Cottrell

Lesson 1:
Time to Read: 15 minutes
Read for 15 minutes

Time to Respond: 10 minutes
Complete the following Cloze Reading Passage:
● Passage 1: What’s in My Pocket? (page 8)
Cloze Reading Directions:
1. Read the title, introduction, and then the passage. Get a feel for what it’s about and why
it was written. Don’t try to fill any words in yet.
2. Reread the entire passage. Think about the kind of word that might fit each blank. Look
at the other words in the sentence for clues about the word that is missing.
3. Read through the word list. Look for the words that are closest in meaning to the words
you’re already considering.
4. When you find a match, write it in the blank.
5. When you’ve completed the passage, read it through with your answers in place to make
sure it makes sense.

Time for Technology: 5 minutes
If you have a computer, work on one of the following activities:
● Dance Mat Typing Stage 1
○ https://kidstyping.weebly.com/
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still learn a lot at home! Our library lessons will be separated into three sections: Time to Read,
Time to Respond, and Time for Technology. Please go through each selection and remember to
have fun during our 30 minute library time! If you do not have a computer at home, no problem.
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Lesson 2:
Time to Read: 15 minutes
Read for 15 minutes

Time to Respond: 10 minutes
Complete the following Cloze Reading Passage:
● Passage 4: Wild, Wild Snowstorm (page 11)
Cloze Reading Directions:
1. Read the title, introduction, and then the passage. Get a feel for what it’s about and why
it was written. Don’t try to fill any words in yet.
2. Reread the entire passage. Think about the kind of word that might fit each blank. Look
at the other words in the sentence for clues about the word that is missing.
3. Read through the word list. Look for the words that are closest in meaning to the words
you’re already considering.
4. When you find a match, write it in the blank.
5. When you’ve completed the passage, read it through with your answers in place to make
sure it makes sense.

Time for Technology: 5 minutes
If you have a computer, work on one of the following activities:
● Dance Mat Typing Stage 2
○ https://kidstyping.weebly.com/
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still learn a lot at home! Our library lessons will be separated into three sections: Time to Read,
Time to Respond, and Time for Technology. Please go through each selection and remember to
have fun during our 30 minute library time! If you do not have a computer at home, no problem.
You can spend more time in the reading and responding sections.
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Lesson 3:
Time to Read: 15 minutes
Read for 15 minutes

Time to Respond: 10 minutes
Complete the following Cloze Reading Passage:
● Passage 8: Why the Bear Has a Short Tail (page 15)
Cloze Reading Directions:
1. Read the title, introduction, and then the passage. Get a feel for what it’s about and why
it was written. Don’t try to fill any words in yet.
2. Reread the entire passage. Think about the kind of word that might fit each blank. Look
at the other words in the sentence for clues about the word that is missing.
3. Read through the word list. Look for the words that are closest in meaning to the words
you’re already considering.
4. When you find a match, write it in the blank.
5. When you’ve completed the passage, read it through with your answers in place to make
sure it makes sense.

Time for Technology: 5 minutes
If you have a computer, work on one of the following activities:
● Dance Mat Typing Stage 3
○ https://kidstyping.weebly.com/
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Lesson 4:
Time to Read: 15 minutes
Read for 15 minutes

Time to Respond: 10 minutes
Complete the following Cloze Reading Passage:
● Passage 9: My Favorite Dentist (page 16)
Cloze Reading Directions:
1. Read the title, introduction, and then the passage. Get a feel for what it’s about and why
it was written. Don’t try to fill any words in yet.
2. Reread the entire passage. Think about the kind of word that might fit each blank. Look
at the other words in the sentence for clues about the word that is missing.
3. Read through the word list. Look for the words that are closest in meaning to the words
you’re already considering.
4. When you find a match, write it in the blank.
5. When you’ve completed the passage, read it through with your answers in place to make
sure it makes sense.

Time for Technology: 5 minutes
If you have a computer, work on one of the following activities:
● Dance Mat Typing Stage 4
○ https://kidstyping.weebly.com/
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Lesson 5:
Time to Read: 15 minutes
Read for 15 minutes

Time to Respond: 10 minutes
Complete the following Cloze Reading Passage:
● Passage 10: It’s Slinky Time (page 17)
Cloze Reading Directions:
1. Read the title, introduction, and then the passage. Get a feel for what it’s about and why
it was written. Don’t try to fill any words in yet.
2. Reread the entire passage. Think about the kind of word that might fit each blank. Look
at the other words in the sentence for clues about the word that is missing.
3. Read through the word list. Look for the words that are closest in meaning to the words
you’re already considering.
4. When you find a match, write it in the blank.
5. When you’ve completed the passage, read it through with your answers in place to make
sure it makes sense.

Time for Technology: 5 minutes
If you have a computer, work on one of the following activities:
● Dance Mat Typing Stage 5
○ https://kidstyping.weebly.com/

